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DERIVATION OF EL'YANOV AND 

AND ANOTHER NEW FORMULA 

            IONIZATION

HAMANN'S EMPIRICAL FORMULA 

FOR PRESSURE DEPENDENCE OF 

CONSTANTS

By ~tasaav NARAFIARA

   El'yanov and Hamann's empirinl formula for the pressure dependence of the 
ionization constant, RTIn (KF/X°)=-dl~°°P/(1+bP) has been derived theoretically 
from the Born model for ionic salvation by taking account of the pressure dependence of 
the dielectric constant of water. Although b does not depend on temperature and is 
equal to 920x 10'sbar t according to EI'ynnov and Hamann, the present derivation 
shows that b depends on temperature, being 3.98. 9.46 and ll.67x 10_s bar ~ at 15. 2i 
and 45°C, respectively. 

   .4no[her new formula for the pressnre dependence of the ionization constant 
has been also obtained, which becomes equal [o Oaren-Brinkley's formula under some 
condifion. All [he formulas proposed by several authors until 4ow have been compared, 
and [heir similarities and differences am discussed.

                                  Introduction 

    In 1941 Owen and Brinkleyt> first derived a quantitative expression for the pressure dependence 

of ionic equilibria in aqueous solution. which is 

                -RT In (KF/Ko)=d[ a°1'-dKO00B`P-B In B&P), (1 ) 
Lvhere R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature . dVp°. Kp and X° are the equilibrium con-
stants at ptessure P and zero respectively, d~ o° and dss° are the changes in the partial mola] volume 

and the partial molal compressibility at infinite dilution at zero pressure and B is a constant charac-

teristic of water in the Tait equation. When they derived the above equation , they started from the 
empirical Tait-Gibson equationzl for the partial motel. volumes of the ions and assumed that the molal 

compressibility of a hypothetical pure liquid electrolyte is negligible . Then [hey could predict bow 
much pressure affects the acid-base equilibria or solubilities of electrolytes in water at various tem-

peraures by using the fundamental values of the partial molal volumes (the values used there were 

corrected later by Hamannsl) and compressibilities of the ions at infinite dilution at atmospheric 

    (Received September 9, 1979) 
     1) B, B. Owen and S. R. Brinkley, Chem. Re;~., 29, 461 (194]) 

     2) A. E. Gibson, Am. J. Sci.. 35A, 49 (1938) 
     3) 5. D. Hamana. "High Pressure Physics aad Chemistry". Vol. 2, Chap. 7-i i, ed. by R. S. Bradley, 

       Academic Press, Londoa (1963)
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pressure. 

   In 1968 Lown, Thirsk and Wynne-Jonesn) showed that the accumulated experimental data of the 

ionization constants of various acids and bases in water mold be fitted up to about 2 kbar to a simpler 

equation 

                     -RT In (Kp/Ko)=dV; P- 2 d7c°°Pt, (2 ) 
which had already been proposed by Owen and Brinkteyt> as an approximate form in the moderate 

pressure range. But, of course, this form was not successful at the higher pressures. 

   In 1973 Vorths> has given another re]ationship of the form 

              -RT In (Kn/Ko)=Vo P-5AY'u,o~P-(B+P) In B BP}, (3 ) 
where h is the hydration number of the electrolyte. Vu.,o is [be molal volume of pure eater at zero bar 
and A and B are the constants characterisiic of water in the Tait equation. This equation was derived 

by assuming the hydration shell to be incompressible and taking account of the pressure dependence 

of density of solvent water. This formula agreed well with the experimental data of weak acids and 

bases in water for pressures of up to 12 kbar. 

   In Russia EI'yanov and Gonikherg~l found by means of the correlation analysis used in the 

Hammett equation that the ionization constants of several weak acids and bases in water could he fitted 

approximately by the relation 

                         RT In (Kn/K°)=-dVo°~. (4 ) 

where ¢ was numerically determined as a iunction of pressure only and almost (within several per 

cent) the same for a number of weak electrolytes up to 8kbar. 

   Recently EI'yanov and Hamannlo. W showed ~ in Eq. (4) can be expressed as an explicit function 

of pressure: they have given the Corm 

                         RT to (KnIK°i=-dV °l +bP' (~ ) 

where the value of b is 9.20x 10_sbar 'aad independent of temperature. EI'yanov and Hamann's 

formula is merely empirical, so that the author bas attempted to derive the formula from a certain 

model and make clear its physical meaning. 

     4) D. A. Lows, H. R. Thirsk aad L. 1Vynae-Jones, T.ant. Faraday Sot., 64, 2073(1968) 
     3) N. A. North, J. Phyt. Chem., T7, 931 (1973) 

     6) B. S. Elbanov and 1f. G. Gonikberg, Lr. Acad. Acouk. SSSR, se.- khinr., 1044 (1967) 
     7) B. S. EI'yanov and 31. G. Gonikberg, Zhur. Fia. Khim., 46, 1494 (1972) 

    8) \I.0. Gonikberg, "Chemical Equilibria and Reaction Rates at High Pressures", Moscow (1969), 
       Japanese Transtlation by v. Ogo, Part 2, Chap. 6. 1, Nikkankogyo-Shinbunsha, Tokyo (19)1) 

     9) B. 5. ENyanov, Auslr. J. Clrenr., in press 
    !0) S. D. Hamann, Private communication (Aug. 1973) 

    
l l) B. S. F.I'yanov and S. D. Hamann, Aasrr. J. Chem., is press 

    12) nl. Nnkahara, Private communication to Dr. Hamann (Aug. 1973)
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            Derivation of Ehyanov and Hamonn's Formula and Another New One 

     The fundamental thermodynamic relationship 

  can 6e integrated to give some formula for \the pressure dependence of ionization constants when the 

 right-hand side of Eq. (6) is expressed as an explicit function of pressure; for example, -dV° may 6e 

  formally expanded as a power series of pressure inthe following way, 

          -dV' -dt o°-~a~P°~t'=°P Z ~o3P' °~r~ P~ 6 ~o~a ~P_ P'...... 
                 --dVo +dso°Pt Z d.io P"" f ~ du°°P°+...... ~ (7 ) 

  But from a theoretical view-paint. such an infinite power series expansion is noC useful so far as ifs 

  convergence is not exactly verified. Then we consider to express dLi° as a function of pressure in 

 another way. For the follow^ing equilibrium 

- associated S ionized 

  it may be assumed that 

                            j~(At)=V°(A`)u„-~V"(A~)elcoi. (9) 

 and 

                              V°(B-)=V°{B-)invtV"{B-)rtes, (10) 

  where the subscripts. int and elect. refer to the intrinsic volume and [be electrostrictive volume, 

  respectively. Furthermore, according to the Born equation for solvation, 

                                     yro°~"cs=-A'ezz- oe 11                                      2
r 8e P' ( ) 

  where N,.e, s, r and a are Avogadro's number, protonic charge. the charge number and the radius of the 

  ion, aad the dielectric constant of the solvent, respectively. When ft could be approximated that 

                          V°{A`)iac+V°(B-)iu-V"(AB)ia,=0, (]~) 

 we have from Eqs. (6), (8), (9), (10). (1l) and (l2) 

                        RT(alnlf~ =a oe (13) 
                                8P r s 8P' 

  where
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Eq. (13) can be integrated with respect to presure from 0 to P if the pressure dependence of r in Eq. 

(I4) is assumed to be negligible and we have 

                       RT In(Kp~If°)=a~ 1 - 1 ~, (15) 
                                                              ~° cy 

which can be also obtained directly from the Denison-Ramsey equafionls> or the Fuoss equations<? for 

ion-pair equilibria with some postulates. Here, it is recalled that Dunn and Stokesss? fitted their ex-

perimental data of the dielectric constants of water and iormamide in [he range of 1•--2,000bar and 
5~65'C to the empirical equation 

                                   _ mP ( )                                     =p-1+1+ nP' 16 

where 1, m and n are the constants dependent on temperature. By combining Eqs. (15) and (16), rve 

have 

                         RT In R K) ~ "rP ( )                              ( n~ o=lz 1+/3P' 17 

where 

To make Eq. (17) flexible enough to fit experimental data, the theoretical constant, a in Eq. (t7) had 

better be eliminated by introducing one empirical parameter 

                     -dVo°=~\aaP JT at P=O. (19) 
When Eq. (17) is differentiated with respell to pressure, it follows that 

                                 _ dV°° _am (20)                                                 !'-

In consequence, from Eqs. (t7) and (20) n•e have 

                       RT In (Knlxo)=-dVo 1+(iP, (21) 

which has just. the same functional Corm as EYyanov and Hamaw's formula, Eq. (5). However, al-

though the empirical value of G in Eq. (5) is 9.20x 10-'bar ' at any temperature, the value of p cal-

                       Table 1 The calculated value of B (t0-s bar-r)

 Solvent

water 

formamide

to 25 45 fix

8.98 9.4fi 

4.63

11.61 

i.64

14.24

13) J. T. Dennison and J. B. Ramsey, L dni. Chzm. Soc., 77, 26li (1955) 
14) R..1S. Fuoss, ibid., S0, 5059 (1958)
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cula[ed by using [he data of Dunn and Stokestsl depends on soh~ent and temperature as shox•n in 

Table 1. 

   R'hen Eq. (17) is combined with the Owen and Brinkley equationtr*irl 

P instead of with the Dunn and Stokes equation, another aew formula is obtained with the same pro-

cedure as mentioned above. It results that 

                     RT In (KP/Ko)=-dVo B InBB P, (23) 

where B is a constant depending on temperature only and characteristic of the solvent used. Since the 

numerical values of B in Eq. (23) are available in the literaturel~> for many organic solvents, Eq. (23) 

is very useful to predict the dissociation constants of weak electrolytes in nonaqueous soh•ents at high 

pressures if d V,° is known from the density measurement at 1 bac (dVo00=dVr°). 

   In the above derivation i[ is a weak point that the used formulas for the dielectric constant at 

high pressures are empirical. Ii the theoretical equation of I~rkwoodtal could 6e utilized instead of 

Eq. (16) or (22), we may obtain a more complete formula for the pressure dependence of ionization 

constants, but such an approach is not easy at present. By the way, it should be considered why the 

present simple treatment based on the sphere-in-continuum model is successful. 1) Although a[ first 
sight this approximate treatment seems too rough indeed because it takes into account of only electro-

striction as solute-solvent interaction. it is practically relieved by the cancellation of some volume 
terms other than the electrostric[ive volume between in the associated state and in the ionized state. 

For example, although for the carboxylic acids in water the so-called hydrophobic hydration around 
the hydrocarbon chain is involved in addition to the electrostrictioq the corresponding volume term 

would be cancelled in the ionization reaction. 2) There are some uncertain issues with respect to the 

ionic radius or the effective dielectric constant in the Born equation on which the present derivation is 

based. However, the introduction of one empirical parameter in Eq. (19) would cover some defects in 

the Born equation, and further the neglection of the volume increase in the bond breakage which is 

assumed in Eq. (12).

                          Temperature Dependence of /9 

   Although ai in Eq. (21) really depends on temperature according to the high pressure data of the 

dielectric constant of water by Dunn and Stokes, EI'yanov and Hamanntt> fitted the ionization con-

    15) L. A. Dunn and R. H. Stokes. Trans. Faraday Sor., 65, 2906 (1969) 
    16) B. B. Owen and S. K. Brinkley, Phyt. Rev., 64. 3z (t943) 

    i7) H. 5. Horned and B. B. Owen, "The Physical Chemistry of Electrolytic Solutions", Chap. 8, Rein-
      hold, New York (1958) 

    18) ]. G. Kirkwood, J, L'hwn. Phyt., 7. 911 (1939)
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scants of ammonium hydroxiders) fn water at 45`C between 0. and 12 kbar and moreover the ionization 

constants of acetic acidz°> in water between 25 and 223-C at pressures up to 3kbar to Eq. (5) where b 

is remarkably independent of temperature. In addition [o such an experimental reason, there is another 

reason why they insist that b is independent of [emperacure; Eq. (4) or (s) has its basis on the linear 

free energy relationships>. Eq. (4) is a kind of extention of the linear free energy relationship. origin-

ally concerned with the substituent effect, to the pressure effect on the free energy change. Eq. (4) can 

6e rewritten in the form 

where dGp° is the stardard free energy change andJ(T)=-d Vo . The differentiation of Eq. (24) with 

respect to pressure yields 

whichis just equivalent (a necessary and sufficient condition) to Eq. (24). Prom Eq. (25) we have 

                        dVn /d Vo°=5hr(p)l~~(Q)~ (26) 

which is also equivalent to Eq. (25). The right-hand side of Eq. (26) does not depend on temperature. 
Accordingly, the variable separability postulate which arises substantially from the approximate nature 

of the linear free energy relationship and is exhibited in Eq. (24) or (2i) means that the pressure effect 

on the standard partial molal volume change is always the same at any temperature. However, in a 

general and strict sense, such postulate may be broken in some cases. because for each component of 
the ionization reaction it can not be expected that Vp /V,° does not depend at all on temperature over 
a wide range of pressure.

Comparison of Eqz. (1 ), (2), (3), (5), (21) and (23)

   In order to see the ditTerence hetween Eqs. (1), (2), (3), (21) and (23), we might use the biaclaurin 

series expansion; that is 

                  RTIn(Kn~Ko)=Dot)PtD°z)p'~.D°a)prt......p°r.)pn}......, (p) 

where 

                          RT(d" In Ky\                            D
°•~)= tt , 8P" T at P=O. (28) 

The above infinite power series is convergent only if the pressure does not exceed its critical value, 

P~ vihich is called the radius of convergence defined as 

                                    _ ,)

l9) S. D. Hamam and N. Strauss, Trans. Faraday Soc., 51, 1664 (1951) 
20) D. A. Loen, H. R. Thirsk a¢d L. IVynne-Jones, rbid., 66, 51 p970)
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Table ? Camparisoo of the formulas

U°'7

p°z~

D~ s)+F

Eq. ( Q Eq. (2) E4 (3) Eq. (2lJ Eq. (23)

_ ~ }r°a _ J lro _~},°a _ ~ o° _ ~ }roa

I J;r
°o 2

I J a 
2 ~

GAV~,° 
 2B

BJ y°a ZBJVOo

tt%Jlyo 
2(B+P)~ 2 J~a _ GAV..o 

 2 B+P)
J V„a BJV°a

(1 +f1Py 2(B+P)=

p°n) 
(n Z2)

i 2(-IpD°z7
nB•"-

2(-i)'Das7
n(n- t)g,-s   nH"-

P~ H li A-' H

# On')=
RT 8z In 

2! ~ aPs~r

.4s shown in Table 2, P° is the same for Eqs. (1), (3) and (23) being equal Lo B (i~4.5 kbar for water 

at 25'C), and )3"r (ca. 11 kbar) for Eq. (21). '[ hen we can understand [hat the upper limit pressure be-

yond which Eq. (2) becomes invalid would be much less than B or p''. Realh•, in the paper~> of 
Lown of al. if can be seen that the discrepancy between Eq. (2) and the experimental data exists even 

at the pressure less than 2 kbar. 

   It is also interesting that the degree with respect to pressurein the denominator of Dal) is regu-

larly wroth, first, second and third for Eq. (2), Eq. (3), Eqs. (I) and (23), and Eq. (21), respectively. 

   Although Eqs. (1) and (23) have different bases; they hecome equal to each other under the con-

dition that in Eq. (Q deo"=dVa°/B; for water at 25°C dK°° is 3.34x 10"dl~°°bar ' when B is 2,996 

barn) and. more possibly. 2.19 x 10-'dV °bar ' when B is 4.574 barx'>: Lown et al.z°) correlated dcr° 

with d Vi and obtained di;~ =2.14 x 10'' dV~ bar `for water at 23`C. 

   In order to compare numerically the new formula. Eq. (23) with Eq. (21), we change them as

Ta61e 3 The value of P/(I +BP), 1W

~ ~
u~
a`

9.209, 10-5 bar-~ 5.98 9.4fi 11.fi7

I Temp., °C 15 25 25 45

2 1.69 1.69 I_63 1.62

a 2.94 2.92 2.90 2.73

6 3.90 3.87 3.83 3:53

8

10

12

4.66 4.fi1 4.55 ' ..14

5.27 5.21 5.14 4.61

5.77 5.70 5.62 5.00

11) K. R. Srin is•asan and R . L. Ray, J. CGcm. PAyr, 60, 3645 (1974)
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                      - ~ ol°(Kn/Ko)=1tRP, 
and 

                  -dya In(Kn1Ko)=Bln(1tP/B), 
n•here the right-hand sides pace only one parameter. The numerical values of 

under various kinds of conditions are listed in Tables 3 and 4.

(30)

   (31) 

the right-hand sides

Tahle 4 The value of B In (1+P/B), 1W

`m 

L 
x 

a

Solvent water water mater water water methanol

B, bac 2,996 3,081 4,133 4,574 3,672 764

Temp.,'C 25 45 10 25 40 25

Ref.

2

4

fi

9

10

12

(I7) (17J (21) (21) (21) (17J

1.53 1.54 1.63 1.6fi 1.fi0 0.98

2.54 2.56 2.79 2.87 2.70 1.40

3.29 3.33 3.71 3.83 3.Sfi 1.6i

3.90 3.94 4.45 4.63 4.25 1.86

4.40 4.4fi 5.08 5.30 4.83 2.02

4.83 4.89 5.63 5.89 5.33 2.15

Although Eqs. (30) and (31) are considerably different numerically when [he calves of B tabulated in 

Re[. (17) are used. the most recent values by Srinivasan and Kayu> make both Eqs. (30) and (31) quite 

similar numerically up to 12 kbar. Thus the value of B for the dielectric constant of water a[ 25°C.by 

Srinivasan and Kay makes the present new formula for [he pressure dependence of ionization constants 

very similar not only to the Owen and Brinkley formula but also to the El'yanoc and Ptamann formula. 
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